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I. INTRODUCTION
ECENT advances in technology, especially the advent R of very large scale integration (VLSI), have had a great impact on the design of distributed computer systems. An important part of such systems is the interconnection network which, in the case of unidirectional links, is usually modeled by a directed graph or digraph whose vertices and arcs represent, respectively, the processing elements (nodes of the network) and the communication links between them. Some well-known interconnection networks are described in [lo] .
In the design of such networks several requirements should be taken into account. For instance, each node can only be directly connected to a limited number of other nodes, and in such a way that there always exists a path from any node to any other. Moreover, in order to minimize the communication delays between nodes, these paths should be as short as possible. The existence of simple and efficient routing algorithms to find short paths through the network is also of great importance. Another requirement is the faulttolerance of the network; that is, the ability of the system to work even when some nodes and/or links fail. Finally, we mention the demand for modularity: the network should allow the expansion of the system, that is the addition of new nodes, with slight modifications in its structure and main features, Manuscript received December 5, 1990; revised June 14, 1991. This work was supported by the Spanish Research Council (Comision Interministerial de Ciencia y Tecnologia, CICYT) under projects 1180184 and 0173186.
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IEEE Log Number 9200193. [4] . For a survey of results about graphs and interconnection networks we refer the reader to [2] and [3].
Translating the above required conditions in terms of digraphs, one is led to find digraphs with given maximum outdegree, reduced diameter, easy routing, good connectivity, and good expandability. A powerful technique to obtain digraphs with some of these properties is the method based on line digraph iterations. This technique, as well as the most salient graph concepts relevant to this work, are recalled in Section I1 for completeness. For other definitions about graphs not given there, see for instance [7] .
In this paper we propose a generalization of this technique which makes it more versatile and allows us to improve its results. This new proposal, which is called the partial line digraph technique, is described in Section 111 together with the theoretical results about the diameter and routing which support it. Sections IV and V are devoted to show that the obtained digraphs have good connectivity and expandability. Finally, in Section VI the proposed technique is applied to derive a new family of large digraphs that, satisfying all the above-mentioned required conditions, have also the minimum possible diameter.
NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS
A digraph G = (V. E ) consists of a (finite) set V = V ( G ) of points called vertices and a set E = E ( G ) of directed edges called arcs between (not necessarily different) vertices of G. Thus, we shall assume that the digraphs may have loops, i.e., arcs from a vertex to itself, but not parallel arcs; that is, there is at most one arc from each vertex to any other. If a = [x, y] is an arc from z to y, we say that z (or a ) is adjacent to y and also that y (or a ) is adjacentfrom z. Let r&z) and I?;(%) denote the sets of vertices adjacent to and from z, respectively.
Their cardinalities are the in-degree, ~J z ) =( I?,(z) 1 , and the out-degree, S; (z) =I r&(:c) 1 , of z. Then the number of arcs is
z € l '
The minimum in-degree b -= S-(G) (resp. min. out-degree 6+ = S+(G)) of G is the minimum over all in-degrees (resp. out-degrees) of the vertices of G. The maximum in-degree Aand maximum out-degree A+ of G are defined analogously.
The minimum degree of G is 6 = 6(G) = min{ 6-, 6+}. [5] or [22] . From (2) the following lower bound, for the diameter D of a digraph with N vertices and maximum out-degree d, can be derived.
where [a] denotes the minimum integer not smaller than a,
Currently, it is assumed that the communication delay between two nodes of a network is proportional to the number of links-or transit switching stages-the messages need to pass through. Also, since the processing elements at the nodes are very reliable and the traffic density is low [25] , we can suppose that such messages can be generally routed through the shortest path. Then the diameter of the corresponding digraph gives us a measure of the throughput of the network. In this context the following two related problems, suggested by bounds (2) and (3), are of special interest. [25] . This paper deals mainly with the second problem which is known as the ( d , N ) digraph problem. Namely, given the order N and maximum out-degree d, find digraphs with the smallest diameter. From a practical point of view, this problem is perhaps the most interesting and it has also deserved some attention in recent years, see [13] , [16] , [17], and [24] .
For a system to be fault-tolerant, after the failure of some nodes and/or links, the network must still allow communication between any pair of the remaining processing elements. That supposes the existence of "surviving" or alternative paths in the corresponding digraph, and lead us to the following connectivity concepts.
The connectivity (also called strong connectivity
, is the smallest number of vertices whose deletion disconnects G (in the sense that d(z, y) = M for some x, y E V) or reduces it to a single vertex. Analogously, the line-connectivity of G, X = X(G), is the minimum number of arcs whose suppression results in a nonconnected digraph. Equivalently, K (resp. A) is the greatest integer for which, between any pair of vertices z,y E V, there exist K internally disjoint paths (resp. X arc-disjoint paths) from IC to y, see [7] . It is known that if G has no loops and minimum degree 6 then These digraphs were introduced by N. G. de Bruijn [6] (in relation to another problem) and W. H. Kautz [19] , [20] . Since Kd+ has obviously diameter 1, from (5) and (6) N ) digraph problems: roughly speaking one can say that, for given N and d, the smaller the diameter the larger the connectivity.
As stated in the Introduction, another important requirement for the networks we are dealing with is the modularity, or possibility to expand the system with little cost. So we are looking for families of digraphs of any order with the property that any one of them, say on N vertices, can easily be "transformed" into another with an order close to N . In this case, we say that such digraphs have good expandability, the definition of which is as follows.
Given two digraphs, G and G', on N and N' vertices, respectively, N 5 N', we define the index of expandability of G to G',e(G.G') , as the minimum number of arcs that have to be deleted from G to obtain G' by adding N' -N vertices and some appropriate arcs. In other words, e(G. G') represents the smallest number of arcs that we have to remove from G to obtain a subdigraph of G'. So, this index measures "how difficult" it is to obtain G' from G, and we say that G has a good expandability (to G') if e(G. G') is small. In particular, if no arcs of G need to be removed, e(G, give another well-known definition of these digraphs.
Two other good features of de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs are that they have a good connectivity and very simple routing algorithms to find short paths between vertices, see [9] and [23] . These good properties are shared by almost all digraphs obtained by line digraph iterations [8] .
However, the line digraph technique is not very useful for obtaining digraphs with minimum diameter for a fixed number of vertices N and maximum out-degree d- (d,N) digraph problem. This is mainly due to the fact that the iterated line digraphs of a given digraph have their orders far apart from each other. Moreover, in general these digraphs have not a good expandability.
In the next section, we propose a generalization of the line digraph technique in order to overcome these drawbacks, retaining at the same time the other good features of line digraphs.
and then G' is said to be an extension of G, see [4] .
In (7) technique is based on considering for a given digraph
LG. Besides, in the above-mentioned references it was 
When condition (sa) holds the arc [uv, v w ] will be called an a-arc. Otherwise, we will say that [uv, v'w] is a ,&arc.
Notice that the order of LG, NL = IV(CG)I = IE'I,
U E L -
In the two extreme cases, N L = (VI and NL = \ E ( , the partial line digraph LG is unique. In the first case this digraph is in Fig. 2 . A digraph and one of its partial line digraphs.
fact G, while in the second it coincides with the line digraph LG.
For instance, Fig. 2(b) [resp. 3(b)] shows a partial line digraph CG of the digraph G depicted in Fig. 2(a) [resp. 3(a)].
The arcs of E-E' in G and the @-arcs of CG' are, respectively, drawn in dotted and dashed lines.
By conditions (8), if uw is adjacent to 7 1 '~ in CG then 71 is adjacent to w in G. Hence, the mapping q5 : Note that, by (7), for each w E r i ( u ) there exists at least one possible choice for U' in (8) and hence, E ( G ) . 6:G(?h?I) =I r&) I= SA(?)). From the same condition (7) 
I?&) and t' E I?G(b). We thus conclude that
The interest of the partial line digraph concept to obtain digraphs that satisfy the above-mentioned requirements stems from the results that follow. Note that, as ,ry E V ( C G ) , condition (sa) assures that the last step can be accomplished. Therefore,
Conversely, if 71 and y denote any two vertices of G, by (7) there exist two vertices u v . z y E V ( C G ) for some U. .I' E V ( G ) . Then a shortest path of length q from uw to ~y ,
in CG induces in the obvious way a path from II to y of the same length in G. Hence,
and D 5 DL. This completes the proof. Note that, in fact, the inequality D 5 D L is a straightforCompare (12) and (13) with (5) and (6), respectively. Clearly, for a digraph G which is not out-regular, (13) still holds.
As was said before, when N L = N the digraph CG is isomorphic to G and hence DL=D. On the other hand, if ward consequence of (b(CG)=G. By the above proof, and as in the case of line digraphs, a routing in G induces in a natural way a routing in CG. As we will see in Section VI, in some cases these considerations can be used to design a simple algorithm to route messages through the corresponding network. However, it is interesting to note that the exhibited path (14) from uw to z y is not necessarily a shortest path. Indeed each path from ' 11 to y.v = Z O , Z I , Z~; . ' , Z~ = y, of length q in G induces a path from uw = uzo to ~b -~z , = z&ly of the same length in CG. Then if, as in (16), = x (this may occur only if zq-lzq V ( C G ) ) we will have a path from uu to xy which, if q < p + 1 = d G ( w , x ) + 1, will be shorter than (14). Besides, if the path from 21 to y has minimum length, q = d~ ( 7 1 , y ) 5 d G ( w , x ) + 1 = p + 1. the induced path will also be a shortest path and ~L G ( U Z I , x y ) = q = & ( U . y). More generally, keep in mind that, from (17), d~ ( 7 1 . y ) is a lower bound for ~L G ( U ' U , xy).
IV. CONNECTIVITY
In [8] it was shown that the line digraph technique tends to increase the connectivity. More precisely, if G is a digraph with no loops and diameter D , then the n-iterated line digraph L"G has maximum connectivity for any n 2 D -1. For instance, this implies that the Kautz digraphs K ( d , D ) = LD-lKd+1 have maximum connectivity, as it was independently noted by different authors, [9] , [18] , [23] . In this section we study the behavior of the connectivity of partial line digraphs. Although in this case a result as the above cannot be given, we show that the partial line digraph technique never decreases the connectivity below the maximum possible value (implied by the connectivity of G and the minimum degree of CG).
To begin with, it is necessary to introduce the following concept: A digraph G is said to have no redundant shortpaths when there is at most one path of length one or two between every pair of (not necessarily distinct) vertices of G. This is not a serious restriction for the digraphs of interest because it only puts aside trivial cases, as the presence of loops, two digons on a same vertex, etc. 
Therefore, in CG-FL there exists a vertex v'w, adjacent from uu, such that w 6 F , and a path from it to xy can be found in CG -FL reasoning as in case a). F , x E F . Let TL be the set of vertices which are adjacent to xy in CG, i.e., TL = l?iG(ZY) = {wx';x' E rG(y), w E rZ(x')}. As x E F , there should be some vertices of FL, say w~x~, w i x 6 , . . . , w~x~,~ Thus, vertex xy is adjacent from some w J x J , wJ 6 F , and we are in case a).
Clearly, in this case it suffices to reason as in b) and c) to find a pair of appropriate vertices, adjacent from uu and to zy, respectively, which also reduces the proof From (1) and (10) it is easily seen that, if G is d-regular then 6(CG) 5 S(G) =d. Using this result one infers the following corollary.
Corollary 1: If G is a d-regular digraph with maximum connectivity K(G) = S(G) = d and no redundant short paths,
As the "largest" partial line digraph of a digraph G coincides with its line digraph LG, it could be expected that, in general, n(CG) 5 n(LG) = X(G). However, this is not the case. then LG has maximum connectivity.
V. EXPANDABILITY
Given a digraph G = (V, E ) , let L,G denote a partial line digraph of G with N L = n vertices. We next show that any digraph C,G has a good expandability to some digraph .C,+lG. The proof is constructive so that it provides us with a simple method to "expand" C,G to L,+1G. [yu.u'v] .u' # U , by the e arcs Then, as e 5 I rZ(7~) 1 = ~G ( u ) 5 A-, the claim is Obviously, the new vertex uu can be appropriately chosen in order to change as few arcs as possible.
As an example of application of this method, Fig. 3(c) shows the digraph CgG obtained by adding vertex 46 to the digraph CsG of Fig. 3(b) . The added arcs are drawn in heavy lines and the deleted arc in dotted line. So e = e(&G.&G) 5 1 (in fact, in this case it is trivial that e = 1). Besides, it is not difficult to realize that CgG can also be seen as a partial line digraph of LgG so that, with self-explanatory notation, we can write CgG = LlCsG. A straightforward generalization of this property holds in general.
Of course, this method can be used either to increase or to decrease the number of vertices of a partial line digraph with in the following way:
chosen according to the conditions (sa) and (8b);
proved.
relatively few modifications of its arcs, preserving at the same time its good properties.
VI. PARTIAL LINE DIGRAPHS OF KAUTZ DIGRAPHS
This last section is devoted to show that, when the partial line digraph technique is applied to Kautz digraphs, some particularly good results are obtained.
To begin with, remember that these digraphs could be defined as the iterated line digraphs of the complete symmetric digraph Kd+l; and an example of them was shown in Fig.  1 for d = 2. As it is suggested by the vertex notation in this figure, Kautz digraphs can also be defined as digraphs on alphabets, that is digraphs whose vertices are represented with words from a given alphabet, and whose arcs are defined by an adjacency rule that relates pairs of words. This presentation has, in general, several advantages, as it gives easy ways of constructing and easy methods of finding paths between vertices.
Let X be an alphabet of 1 x 1 = ct + 1 2 2 letters or This "alphabetic" approach can also be used to define the partial line digraphs of Kautz digraphs, [13] . With this aim, let
, and denote by Z the "Kautz sequence" obtained from z by deleting the first letter, i.e.,
). Let n be any integer such that (7), (Sa) , and (8b), respectively. Some partial line digraphs of K ( 2 , 2 ) on n vertices, 6 5 n 5 12, are shown in Fig. 6 where /)-arcs have been denoted in the usual way.
Note that, from the above definition, when These considerations give rise to a simple routing algorithm which is local in the sense that, at each node, it only uses the address of the destination node to proceed to the next node. Thus, the global structure of the network is not needed. For more details, see [9] .
Note that, as was pointed out in Section 111, the exhibited path has not necessarily shortest length because, in each step, the leftmost digit changes in an "unknown" way [i.e. in a way 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A new technique to obtain digraphs suitable to model large interconnection networks has been presented. This method is a generalization of the line digraph technique, making it more versatile and retaining, at the same time, its main features. Basically, the new digraphs are obtained from "old" ones by "repeating" some of their vertices and redefining adequately some of the adjacencies. Thus, the new topologies keep the structure of those they proceed from. As a consequence, simple routing algorithms can be designed, in general, for the corresponding networks. Because of its interest in the solution of the ( d . N ) digraph problem, the results obtained have been applied to the study of the partial line digraphs of Kautz digraphs. However, it would be interesting to apply the proposed technique to other well-known families of large digraphs as, for instance, de Bruijn digraphs. On the other hand, it could also be worth studying similar techniques in the undirected case, i.e., in order to obtain large graphs.
